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Better ice starts with better filtration.

When it comes to making fresh-tasting ice, there’s no substitute for clean water and optimal 

machine sanitation. That’s why Scotsman offers the powerful AquaDefense® system — a 

multimethod approach that protects your ice machine from undesirable microbes, bacteria, mold 

and algae. Using advanced defensive means, the components of the AquaDefense® system work 

together to ensure consistently sanitary conditions throughout your Scotsman unit.

AquaPatrol® Plus— Filtration optimized for your 
Scotsman unit.

From reducing dirt and rust particles to inhibiting mineral buildup, Scotsman’s AquaPatrol® Plus 
filtration system ensures the highest levels of sanitation for your ice machine. Thanks to its unique 
design, AquaPatrol® Plus leaves chlorine in the water initially, then removes it during the ice-
making process itself — keeping the machine clean longer while helping provide fresh, odor-free 
ice. The latest design features even better filtration capabilities and a smaller footprint. 

AquaBullet® — Protecting your cube ice  
machine around the clock.

Combining the power of key minerals including metal oxides, Scotsman’s AquaBullet® system  
is specifically designed to provide one-step drop-in treatment for sump water. Its custom  
EPA-registered media interferes with the cell replication of microorganisms, inhibiting the  
growth of a variety of mold, bacteria and algae that can cause slime.

AquaArmor™ — Built-in protection for lasting coverage.

Using the antimicrobial properties of silver, Scotsman’s built-in AquaArmor™ protection is molded 
directly into critical ice machine components. It’s progressive inorganic AgION® compound helps 
prevent the growth of unwanted microorganisms and is effective for the life of the machine.

SSM Plus by Everpure® — Extend the life of your 
machine.

With studies showing filtration can reduce unscheduled water-related maintenance calls by as 
much as 40%, it’s essential to have a reliable solution you can count on. Our SSM Plus water 
filtration systems by Everpure® contain the antimicrobial power of AgION® and feature ultrafine 
half-micron construction and food-grade polyphosphate.
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AP3-P

SSM3-P

FILTRATION

AQUABULLET®

AQUAPATROL®  
PLUS

SSM PLUS FILTER

COARSE PREFILTER

CLEAR 1™  
DESCALER

WATERSENSE  
ADAPTIVE  
PURGE CONTROL

AGION®*

* AgION® is a trademark of AgION Technologies and is registered with the EPA. 

 SCALE SLIME SLIME SLIME SLIME SAND/DIRT TASTE/ODOR
 (in Hard Water) (in Water) (in Water) (Airborne) (Airborne) (in Water) (in Water)

  due to carbon filter,  due to untreated well due to treated city due to yeast from due to new or
  removing chlorine water, no chlorine water, with chlorine breadmaking, beer, wine close construction

GOOD BETTER BEST


